C43 PLOTTING FUNCTION

Demo for various new C43
graphing options in progress:
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The exercise entry is
1. Enter data:
Graphing of (x,y) pairs in the
automated
by
XEQM
script:
STAT PLOT, To get the plotting menu
STAT data, entered by Σ+
EXIT, To exit from the graph area
manually or automated.
1.
Longpress
XEQ,
(XXEQ)
back to the full menu
2. Press [FN6] (XEQM)
20 ENTER 4
Σ+
More examples: Longpress
3.
Press
f[FN4]
(TESTPLT)
19 ENTER 5
Σ+
XEQ (XXEQ); press XEQM;
21 ENTER 6
Σ+
Press SINCPLT or BINET or
24 ENTER 7
Σ+
RANDOM.
14 ENTER 8
Σ+
13 ENTER 8.5 Σ+
10 ENTER 11.5 Σ+
2. PLOT (PLOT is on FN1)
3. PLOTLS (stretched landscape)
(default is BOX type scatter plot) (enlarged view of the same data)

4. Pressed Up, to change menu
5. Pressed [FN1] (LINE)
(to show the next two FN buttons) (to interconnect the boxes)

6. Pressed MAGN.X
(to display X-data edge to edge)

7. Pressed MAGN.Y
(to display Y-data edge to edge)

9. Up Up g[FN2] (LISTXY)
(to show the last 10 (x,y) points)

8. Selected CROSS only
(and removed BOX & LINE)

10. Selected LINE and VECT
11. Pressed PLOTLS
(to draw (x,y) vectors from (0,0)) (to display in landscape mode)

12. SUM, Σ-, N.VECT & PLOTLS
(to add return vector to origin)

Vector processing can be switched on and off. It assumes an origin of 0,0 and takes the STAT (x,y) pairs
as vectors. The vectors are either on the math plane (VECT), anticlockwise from 0 degrees on the x-axis,
or on a navigational diagram (N.VECT), clockwise from the y-axis with conventional (N) North marked.

C43 PLOTTING FUNCTION

OM Example, from WP43S OM p128
To illustrate the vector graphing, the WP43S Operator Manual is referenced:
f[DISP] [FIX] 2
f[STAT] g[PLOT] EXIT
g[CLΣ]
225 ENTER 125 g[>R][Σ+]
180 ENTER 25 g[>R][Σ+]
[SUM]
[Σ-] subtracts the resultant vector (to the origin), and
[PLOT] f[N.VECT] display the vectors on a Nav plot.

g[>P]renders 143.77 knots at -142.06 degree, or then
[x<>y] 360 + on a course of 217.94 degrees.

OM Example, from WP43S OM p156
For interest sake, I also show the other method using complex numbers for the same problem:
f[DISP][FIX] 2
f[MODE] DEG
g[POLAR]
125 ENTER 225 f[COMPLEX]
25 ENTER 180 f[COMPLEX]

+

f[COMPLEX] renders 143.77 at an angle of -142.06 degrees.

Note the significant difference in entering complex numbers demonstrated
above:
•
•

the C43 way (left), which is the same as the HP42S way, and
the WP43S way (right).
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